
Earth Day Activity: 
Observation: It’s a Natural
Students are curious about what they see and hear happening around them in nature. What better 
way to channel that curiosity than a writing exercise? 

In 1845, Henry David Thoreau left behind modern comforts for time in a cabin at Walden Pond in 
Concord, Massachusetts. While there, he journaled his observations on nature, how it fit into his own 
life, and the obligation he felt to protect it. His writings were published in what we know of as 
Walden. This activity is designed to get students to take in the natural world around them, to 
observe the beauty of it, and to reflect on how their lives interact with nature.

What You Need:

• Binoculars
• Magnifying glasses
• Copies of student-generated observation form
• Photo and/or video equipment (optional)
• Tape recorder (optional)

What to Do:

1. Write the following quotation on the blackboard: "I do not propose to write an ode to   
 dejection, but to brag as lustily as a chanticleer in the morning, standing on his roost, if only  
 to wake my neighbors up." —Henry David Thoreau. (If necessary, review these words: ode,   
 dejection, lustily, chanticleer.)

2. Ask students what they think this quote from Thoreau's book Walden means. Share with them  
 some of the details of Thoreau's life and experiences. Then, read the quote again as a   
 statement of purpose for his writing. How would his work be viewed if he were writing it   
 today? Do you know any examples of people who are trying to "wake their neighbors up"?

3. Suggest that students become naturalists in their own communities. Initiate a discussion   
 about what they might look for—natural phenomena or situations where humans have had a  
 positive or negative e�ect on the environment. (Examples: signs of animal and plant life, air  
 and water quality, waste or trash, signs of energy waste or conservation, evidence of   
 recycling, etc.) Discuss possible sites where information may be gathered. (Examples: home,  
 school, neighborhood, park, conservation area, arboretum, business area, recycling center,  
 dump, etc.)

4. Ask students to consider how they will record in words and drawings what they see. Have  
 them work in teams to develop a useful observation form. Bring the class together to create  
 the final model, which may include the observer's name, the date of the observation, a   
 description of the observation site, a description of the item or action observed, space to  
 draw, space for a reflection or conclusion, space for improvement, or protection    
 recommendations.
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5. When the class has developed an observation form, duplicate it so that everyone has a   
 copy. Allow time for students to visit a variety of sites in their community. When the    
 observations are complete, have students share their findings with the class and classify   
 them according to site or topic. Bind the forms together to make a Community Ecology   
 Journal. Work together to write a statement of purpose, similar to that of Thoreau, for the  
 journal's title page.
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